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Category:  Aging 
Title: Aging Matters: Loneliness & Isolation 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/3/20, 6:30am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Decades of research have shown that social isolation and loneliness 
can be as dangerous to your health as smoking or obesity. Hosted by Grammy-winning 
singer and songwriter Kathy Mattea, AGING MATTERS: LONELINESS & ISOLATION 
explores how forming and keeping social connections can be difficult as we grow older 
and clarifies the difference between being physically isolated and feeling lonely. The 30-
minute documentary features the stories of older adults who have experienced feeling 
detached from the wider community due to factors like the loss of a spouse, the 
stresses of caregiving, illness or loss of mobility. The program also examines general 
characteristics linked to social isolation and the health risks associated with loneliness. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Consuelo Mack WealthTrack 416 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guests: Teresa Ghilarducci, Co-author, "Rescuing Retirement: A Plan 
to Guarantee Retirement Security for All Americans" Jamie Hopkins, Author, 
"Rewirement: Rewiring the Way You Think About Retirement". On this week's Consuelo 
Mack WealthTrack, retirement experts Teresa Ghilarducci and Jamie Hopkins share 
retirement advice essentials. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Story in the Public Square 414 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: In her new book, Talking About Death Won't Kill you, Kathy Kortes-
Miller, a professor at Lakehead University, opens new conversations about life's end 
and new strategies when facing it 



Category:  Aging 
Title: Growing Old Gambling 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Growing Old Gambling focuses on the growth of problem gambling for 
Baby Boomers. With more time and financial resources, experts say Baby Boomers are 
more at-risk to become caught in the grip of out-of-control gambling. This program 
features personal stories from those who have suffered emotional and financial 
consequences, as well as guidance from leading experts in crisis intervention and the 
treatment of gambling addictions in older adults. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: The Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks #106 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/1/20, 9:30pm; 5/4/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Introducing Anita Jenkins to the Howard University community. Ms. 
Jenkins will discuss her efforts to keep the staff of Howard University Hospital safe 
when caring for COVID-19 patients.   

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Backburner Dreams 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: BackBurner Dreams is a documentary that follows Stephanie, 
Melanee, and Carla on a nine month sojourn as they try to revive  lifelong dreams and 
passions; dreams they waylaid to raise children, support the goals and dreams of 
spouses, bosses, everyone's dreams but their own. Three women, three dreams, whose 
will come true? 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Queen of Swing 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: QUEEN OF SWING recounts the true story of a Jazz Age trailblazer - 
95-year-old entertainer Norma Miller. The engaging biography highlights the life, career 
and indomitable spirit of the Harlem-born actress, dancer and choreographer known as 
"The Queen of Swing." Discovered at the age of 12, Miller's show business career has 
spanned seven decades (and counting). Among her many accomplishments, Miller 



developed the acrobatic "Lindy Hop" dance, appeared in the Marx Brothers' A Day at 
the Races (1937), took up stand-up comedy at the prompting of Redd Foxx (Sanford 
and Son), entertained soldiers in Vietnam, worked with Sammy Davis Jr. in Las Vegas, 
appeared in Richard Pryor specials, and authored two books about swing culture. She 
also provided a first-hand account of the Harlem music and dance scene during the 
1930s and '1940s in Ken Burns' Jazz (2001). Narrated by actor Bill Cobbs (New Jack 
City, The Bodyguard, Night at the Museum), QUEEN OF SWING examines Miller's 
influence in the globalization of America's jazz culture and her role in breaking down 
racial barriers across the United States and around the world. During her career, Miller 
performed at the integrated Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, staged the first all-black shows 
on Miami Beach and at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas, and became one of the first 
black female stand-up comics in the U.S. Fifteen years in the making, the film also 
provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse at the larger-than-life personalities of the jazz 
era, including Miller's friends Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong and Count Basie. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Story in the Public Square 301 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/20/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Inspired by curiosity about what it would be like to live with Alzheimer's 
disease, this Harvard-trained neuroscientist broke onto the national stage when her 
novel, Still Alice, became a best-seller and major motion picture. Genova has since 
turned her talents into a mission to educate the public about other neurological 
disorders. 

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Reel South 508 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/17/20, 1pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: At 84, folk music pioneer Alice Gerrard performs, teaches, and inspires 
the next generation while safeguarding groundbreaking moments of her past.  

 

Category:  Aging 
Title: Poetry in America 204 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/21/20, 11;30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Series creator Elisa New talks with poet Mark Doty, psychologist 
Steven Pinker, choreographer Bill T. Jones, design maven Simon Doonan and designer 



Johnathan Adler about "This Your Home Now," where a visit to the barber show sparks 
a meditation on love, the AIDS crisis,and the satisfactions of getting older. 

 

Category:        Community Politics, Government 
 
 
Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Rubi: A DACA Dreamer in Trump’s America 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/20, 5:30pm; 4/9/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Rubi is an intimate true-life portrait of 22-year old Rubi, an 
undocumented Mexican-American DACA Dreamer. In revealing interviews filmed over 
three years, Rubi and her parents (also undocumented) recount their family's harrowing 
immigration story and detail why they came to the United States with their then-7-year-
old daughter. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: King Lecture Series: Is America Ready to Get Back to Work? 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/18, 6:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: A Congressional Update with Honorable James Clyburn (D-SC) House 
Majority Whip. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Overheard with Evan Smith 1017 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/2/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Former U.S. Senator Bill Bradley talks about his career and 
Washington politics. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Journey 104 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/20, 6:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: DC Mayor Muriel Bowser joins Donna Brazile, 2019-2020 Host of 
Howard University's King Lecture Series for a candid conversation. 



 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Gwendolyn S. & Colbert I. King Lecture Series 104 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/20, 6:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: A Congressional Update with Honorable James Clyburn (D-SC) House 
Majority Whip 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas 

Ginsburg #103 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Discover how the Constitution is under assault today and how all three 
branches of government - and we the people - are contributing to the problem. See how 
Americans have fought for more than two centuries to establish, expand and preserve 
liberty. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas 

Ginsburg #102 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/20, 9pm; 5/2/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Delve into the Bill of Rights, which protects free speech, religious 
freedom and the rights of persons accused of a crime and discover the Supreme Court 
decisions that set back racial justice for nearly a century after the Civil War. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas 

Ginsburg #101 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/20/19, 9pm; 4/25/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Examine the struggles and compromises in the creation of the 
document that protects our liberties. Constitutional experts, "Framers" and everyday 
Americans weigh in on the rule of law, the branches of government and the debate over 
originalism. 

 



Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Searching for Hope: Homeless in Sacramento 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/5/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Format 
Description: Searching for Hope includes compelling stories of survival and hope as 
it delves into causes of homelessness and explores possible solutions. Story segments 
include a man named in an unprecedented city lawsuit talking about his struggles with 
homelessness and addiction, as well as an interview with Sacramento Mayor Darrell 
Steinberg about new shelters being built in neighborhoods. 

 

Category:  Community Politics, Government  
Title: Lessons of Hayti 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/20, 5pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: "The Lessons of Hayti" is a 1-hour documentary that examines the 
unique history of Black self-sufficiency and political power in the United States from it's 
origins just following President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation in 1863 up to the 
second inauguration of America's first Black President, Barack Obama, 150 years later, 
and how that power has eroded since the Civil Rights era, leaving Black America in a 
current state of economic turmoil. As told by prominent historians, scholars, former 
Hayti residents, and a survivor of the Tulsa Riots of 1921, "The Lessons of Hayti" details 
a history of Black success in America, including the creation of over 100 independent 
Black communities, nearly 100 Black Colleges and Universities, and wielding massive 
political power in the former Confederate States, all within 50 years of the end of 
slavery. "The Lessons of Hayti" also examines the demise of these historic Black 
communities over the last 100 years due to both racial violence and political 
backstabbing triggered by pivotal historic events including the landmark case "Plessy 
vs. Ferguson" in 1898, the end of World War 1 in 1918, and the civil rights movement of 
the 1950's and 60's. 

 

Category:        Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
 
Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Central Park Five 
Length: 2 hours 
Airdate: 4/8/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Hear the story of five black and Latino teenagers from Harlem - told 
from their perspectives -- who were wrongly convicted of raping a white woman in New 
York City's Central Park in 1989 in this documentary from award-winning filmmaker Ken 
Burns. 



Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Rooted in Peace 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/11/20, 4am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Hollywood's award-winning green filmmaker, Greg Reitman, takes us 
on a cinematic journey to take notice, stop the cycle of violence, and seek ways to find 
personal and ecological peace. ROOTED IN PEACE challenges viewers to examine 
their values as Americans, and as human beings. Today we are at war within ourselves, 
with our environment, and with the world, and it's up to each of us to make peace with 
ourselves, and our planet. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Faith in the Big House 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/12/20, 1pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Faith in the Big House explores the formulas used by Christian 
missionaries to convert inmates in America's prison. At a maximum-security facility in 
Louisiana, a group of Christian evangelicals arrive to conduct a carefully-scripted 
religious retreat. Five felons, handpicked by the Warden, join other inmates in this 
"Encounter with Christ". Can these misfits, a gang-banger, a self-styled theologian, a 
narcissistic rock guitarist, a twitchy jock and a former football phenom find redemption? 
Or will the experience do little to change these men? Can religion keep these convicts 
from almost inevitably return to lock-up? Prison ministry leaders, including the late 
Charles Colson, (of Watergate infamy), insist revivals and bible studies radically reduce 
the number of inmates who are re-incarcerated. Those of the secular persuasion doubt 
their findings, favoring traditional rehabilitation and guaranteed results. Faith considers, 
who should be in charge of re-entry programs in the penitentiary such as job and 
addiction counseling? Will it be the new armies of faith- based volunteers? 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Gwendolyn S. & Colbert I. King Lecture Series 104 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/20, 6:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: A Congressional Update with Honorable James Clyburn (D-SC) House 
Majority Whip 

 

 

 



Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: History Detectives 808 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 1pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: This poster tells the story of a battle brewing. We see a clenched fist, 
what looks like a stern police officer, and the words: Hot Town - Pigs in the street. Who 
made this poster and why? Then, did the artist mean to scare someone with the 
grimace on this face jug? What's the story behind this peculiar pottery? 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: America ReFramed: Where the Pavement Ends 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 5/6/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS transports viewers to Missouri towns 
Kinloch and Ferguson, examining the shared histories and deep racial divides affecting 
both. Through archival audio recordings, photographs and the recollections of residents 
from what was then all-Black Kinloch and the all-white community of Ferguson, director 
Jane Gillooly, a Ferguson native, draws parallels between a 1960s dispute over a 
physical barricade erected between the towns and the 2014 shooting death by police of 
Michael Brown which brought her town national attention. A haunting and mesmerizing 
look at the deep and lasting wounds of segregation and racial injustice, the film shines a 
light on the pride and tragedy of Kinloch while also reminding viewers of the countless 
American neighborhoods, separated by mere blocks, whose residents live worlds apart. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: @Howard #1001 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 8pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: D.C. Department of Corrections and Howard University’s Inside-Out 
Exchange Program will hold its closing ceremony. Actor/Producer and Inside-Out 
Certified Instructor Nick Cannon, who taught a course on Social Justice and Art this 
semester, along with Howard University sociology and criminology professor, Dr. 
Bahiyyah Muhammad, and DOC Director, Quincy Booth, will present the ceremony 
certificates. Mayor Bowser, Deputy Mayor of Public Safety and Justice Kevin Donahue, 
and other dignitaries have been invited to join in on this momentous occasion. The 
Inside-Out Closing Ceremony will culminate the semester; students will present their 
final projects in front of family, friends and classmates. The Inside-Out Exchange 
Program, founded in 1997, was based on the simple hypothesis that incarcerated men 
and women and college students might mutually benefit from studying crime, justice, 
and related social issues together as peers. 



Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: More or Less Perfect Union, A Personal Exploration by Judge Douglas 

Ginsburg #102 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/27/20, 9pm; 5/2/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Delve into the Bill of Rights, which protects free speech, religious 
freedom and the rights of persons accused of a crime and discover the Supreme Court 
decisions that set back racial justice for nearly a century after the Civil War. 

  

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Independent Lens 2011 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: In 2014, African American teenager Lennon Lacy was found hanging 
from a swing set. His mother believes he was lynched. Stark inconsistencies and few 
answers from officials drive her to lead efforts in what has become an ongoing fight for 
the truth. 

 

Category:  Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement  
Title: Independent Lens 2111 Always in Season 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 5/9/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: In 2014, African American teenager Lennon Lacy was found hanging 
from a swing set. His mother believes he was lynched. Stark inconsistencies and few 
answers from officials drive her to lead efforts in what has become an ongoing fight for 
the truth. 

 

Category:        Education 
 
Category:  Education 
Title: America ReFramed #511 Night School 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Every year, over a million students drop out of high school. They may 
complete their graduate equivalency degrees, only to find that they’re still struggling to 
get good jobs. For some adults in Indianapolis, there’s another option: a night school 
program that will get them their full high school diploma – if they can complete a tough 
curriculum that includes algebra, biology, and more. NIGHT SCHOOL is an intimate 



look at a year in the lives of three students: Greg is a single father trying to make a 
better life for his daughter, unable to get better work without a degree. Melissa left 
school when she became a young teenage mother; now she’s looking to complete the 
schooling she abandoned almost 40 years before. And Shynika never saw the value of 
high school until she realized she needed a diploma to fulfill her dream of being a nurse. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Barefoot College 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/20, 9:30pm; 4/10/20, 6:30am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Barefoot College examines a unique community-based education 
program in rural India. Yet, while seemingly far removed from the American experience, 
it offers telling lessons for how the current debate around educational reform might be 
focused and curriculum transformed in the United States. When we think about schools 
in the United States, we generally think of places separated from the larger community, 
places where students go to learn. Like government schools in India, much of what is 
taught often seems to have little relationship to the problems students face in their day 
to day lives. In contrast, at Barefoot College, located in the Indian State of Rajasthan, 
education takes place off campus, in nearby impoverished villages, among all age 
groups, with a unique interdisciplinary curriculum intimately encompassing rural village 
life and the issues villagers must grapple with. Filled with stunning visuals, poignant and 
insightful interviews, this cross-cultural documentary offers powerful insights not only in 
terms of addressing world poverty but changing possible education outcomes here at 
home. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Go Public: A Day in the Life of An American School District 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/18/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: GO PUBLIC: A Day in the Life of an American School District is a 90-
minute video document of a single day in an urban public-school district, from sunup to 
long after sundown. On May 8, 2012, 50 directors and their small camera crews 
followed 50 individuals who attend, support and work in the Pasadena Unified School 
District, a racially and economically diverse district with 28 public school campuses. 
Administrators, teachers, students, support staff and volunteers lead us on journeys that 
reveal their unique contributions in making a public-school district function. No voice-
over narratives or expert commentaries, just an authentic window into the world of 
public education. GO PUBLIC is an important film because there is a national crisis of 
confidence surrounding public education. This film gives audiences a chance to see and 
hear the people actually living the public-school experience. 

 



Category:  Education 
Title: Journey with Dr. Wayne Frederick #102 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 7:30pm; 4/6/20, 9am; 4/10/20, 7:30pm; 4/13/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Dr. Wayne A.I. Frederick celebrates recent academic accomplishments 
with two Howard University students. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Amanpour and Company 2211 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/20, 9:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: John B. King, former U.S. Secretary of Education, joins Hari to discuss 
the downfalls of distance learning. Amid organized anti-lockdown protests in the United 
States, Christiane speaks with Senator Chris Murphy. The UK’s former Health Minister 
discusses Boris Johnson’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

Category:  Education 
Title: Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks 104 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/17/20, 7:30pm; 4/20/20, 9:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Dr. Frederick is joined by Kim Well, Executive Director for the Center of 
Career Excellence in the HUH School of Business who shares best practices to keep 
students on the right career path in these turbulent times. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: A Harpist's Legacy: Ann Hobson Pilot and the Sound of Change 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/5/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: A Harpist's Legacy: Ann Hobson Pilot and the Sound of Change 
profiles the inspirational life and distinguished career of the revered harpist. This 
compelling documentary follows Ann Hobson Pilot's trailblazing journey as the first black 
female principal player in a major symphony orchestra and also as an international 
soloist, teacher, mentor and driving force behind music-education programs for 
underserved minorities. A HARPIST'S LEGACY uses her professional journey to 
explore the increasing racial diversity and shift in attitudes toward musicians of color in 
the classical music world. 

 



Category:  Education 
Title: Dunbar: The Alchemy of Achievement 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Dunbar High School in Washington D.C. is one of the oldest black high 
schools in America.  Dunbar, which officially opened in 1916, emerged as a trio of 
prominent schools that sprung out of the Preparatory School For Colored Youth, which 
first opened its doors in 1870.Dunbar is noted for producing some of the top African-
American educators, doctors, scholars, politicians and business entrepreneurs in the 
country.  Six of its alumni are featured on U.S. postage stamps for their lasting legacies.  
Dunbar students received rigorous training that helped them excel in almost every field.  
Their education didn’t stop at Dunbar, as many of its graduates went on to college. In 
1950,80 percent of its students attended college.  By the 1980s, that number had 
dwindled as Dunbar, like many urban schools, was affected by desegregation, 
economics and changing demographics, which hindered its ability to retain its prominent 
status.  In 2013, a new Dunbar High School was built.  Today, Dunbar is working to 
regain its stellar reputation.  Perhaps it can learn lessons from its past.  And just how 
did Dunbar produce such elite alumni! The answers are explored in the documentary, 
Dunbar High School, The Alchemy of Achievement. 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: The Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks #107 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/8/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Dr. Frederick sheds light on the support system with the Howard 
University Staff organization. He will discuss how the Howard University family 
continues to stay connected in these critical times. Guest: Monique McClung, President 
of The Howard University Staff Organization 

 

Category:  Education 
Title: @Howard #1001 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 8pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: D.C. Department of Corrections and Howard University’s Inside-Out 
Exchange Program will hold its closing ceremony. Actor/Producer and Inside-Out 
Certified Instructor Nick Cannon, who taught a course on Social Justice and Art this 
semester, along with Howard University sociology and criminology professor, Dr. 
Bahiyyah Muhammad, and DOC Director, Quincy Booth, will present the ceremony 
certificates. Mayor Bowser, Deputy Mayor of Public Safety and Justice Kevin Donahue, 
and other dignitaries have been invited to join in on this momentous occasion. The 
Inside-Out Closing Ceremony will culminate the semester; students will present their 



final projects in front of family, friends and classmates. The Inside-Out Exchange 
Program, founded in 1997, was based on the simple hypothesis that incarcerated men 
and women and college students might mutually benefit from studying crime, justice, 
and related social issues together as peers. 

 

 
Category:        Health/Health Care 
 
Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Autism: Emerging from the Maze 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/20, 9am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The numbers are staggering: 1 out of every 88 children in America has 
autism. Examine the research and advancements in treatment at the UC Davis MIND 
Institute making international news and how a clinic at Sutter Heath is helping autistic 
adults, Inspiring stories and behavior therapy programs help children and families from 
the maze of this puzzling disorder. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: 20 Miles a Glass 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/3/20, 11:30pm; 4/19/20, 8am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: 20 Miles A Glass is a documentary on the non-profit organization, 
Wisdom Spring. Wisdom Spring works with high schools in Virginia and several other 
locations across the United States to bring clean drinking water to rural areas around 
the world. In the last decade, Wisdom Spring has installed over twenty wells in Burkina 
Faso which provide clean, safe, and accessible water for thousands of people in the 
region. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein 610 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/6/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Recent research and a better understanding of the relationship 
between mental, physical and social health indicate that they are both interdependent 
and crucial to our overall wellbeing. Dr. Kelley Carroll, M.D., Chief Ambulatory Officer; 
and Michael Claeys, Executive Director of Behavioral Health Services at Grady Health 
System in Atlanta, GA share their experiences working together on the forefront of 
health care integration. 



Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Empowered by Parkinson's 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/10/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: When Allan Cole was diagnosed with early onset Parkinson 's disease 
in his 40s, his first question was, "What am I going to tell my young children?" But his 
neurologist implored him, "Allan, don't let someone else's story become your story." 
Remarkably, today Allan manages his Parkinson's symptoms while continuing to teach 
at the University of Texas at Austin, and training to run the New York City Marathon. 
EMPOWERED BY PARKINSON'S tells the stories of individuals like Allan who suffer 
from Parkinson's disease, and have been able to reclaim their lives by mitigating their 
symptoms. Exploring a holistic approach to wellness for people living with Parkinson 's, 
the film illuminates the benefits of continued exercise and activity in the lives of real 
patients. For example, the documentary profiles a Philadelphia choral group called the 
Parkinsinger, who demonstrate that the more patients are invested in their own well -
being, the richer their quality of life. This inspiring group, made up of Parkinson's 
patients and caregivers, sing not only to lift their spirits, but also to delay the effects of 
the disease by exercising their vocal chords. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Generation A:  Portrait of Autism and the Arts 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/12/20, 8am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: GENERATION A: Portraits of Autism & the Arts" takes a close look at 
creative therapies and art programs which young people on the autism spectrum are 
utilizing to reach their highest potential. The film provides a platform for youths with 
autism to speak frankly about their challenges and their dreams; and to showcase their 
talents which include dancing, singing, painting and animated filmmaking. Interwoven 
are interviews with experts in the field, some of whom are also on the spectrum such as 
autism role models, Dr. Temple Grandin and Dr. Stephen Shore, who offer their frank 
and moving insight. Winner, The Raising Autism Awareness Award - Golden Door Intl. 
Film Festival. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: America ReFramed 114 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/14/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: "American Dreams Deferred" follows NYU grad student William 
Caballero, who is juggling family with the challenges of breaking the cycle of issues that 
has kept relatives from reaching their dreams. He turns the camera on his Puerto Rican-



American family to examine U.S. health care and culture, and to explore his and family’s 
dreams. It begs the ultimate question: who attains their American dream? 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein #611 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Nearly a quarter of the nation's homeless population suffer from an 
untreated or under treated psychiatric condition. Leading advocates Tod Lipka CEO of 
Step Up, and Philip Mangano, president and CEO of the American Round Table to 
Abolish Homelessness and former "homeless czar" under two U.S. presidents, discuss 
the latest research, innovation and new strategies to make mental health services a 
priority in solving the larger issue of homelessness. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: King Lecture Series #102 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/3/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Join veteran news journalist Donna Brazile and Howard University 
President Dr. Wayne A.I. Frederick for a candid conversation about COVID-19 and its 
impact on the Howard University community both near and far. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Firing Line 340 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guest: Connecticut Governor Ned Lamont. Connecticut Governor Ned 
Lamont discusses his efforts to fight COVID-19 in one of the most-infected states per 
capita in the country. He discusses the race to find more ventilators and personal 
protective equipment as the state's case count rises. Lamont also gives advice to states 
that have not been hit as hard yet about how to flatten the curve. 

 

Category:  Health/Health Care 
Title: Blood Sugar Rising 
Length: 2 hours 
Airdate: 4/28/20, 8pm; 4/26/20, 3pm 
Format: Documentary 



Description: Diabetes is an epidemic that affects 100 million Americans, costing 
over $350 billion annually. Explore the history and science of this hidden crisis and meet 
some of the faces behind the statistics whose stories bring insights and hope. 

 

 
Category:        Minorities/Civil Rights 
 
 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: 1964: The Fight for a Right 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 11pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: By the mid twentieth century, Mississippi's African Americans had 
suffered from nearly 75 years of slavery by another name - Jim Crow discrimination. In 
1964 in Mississippi, people died in an effort to force the state to allow African Americans 
to exercise their constitutional right to vote. Although, the 50th anniversary of Freedom 
Summer has passed, the struggle for voting rights is still pertinent. According to the 
NAACP, states have recently passed the most laws limiting voter participation since Jim 
Crow. Moreover, these laws also disenfranchise other people of color, the elderly, poor, 
and disabled. With the 2015 anniversary of the Voting Rights Act as well as the 
upcoming presidential primaries and general election, voting rights will remain at the 
forefront of a national debate. With historical footage and interview with Freedom 
Summer architects and volunteers, as well as present day activists, 1964: THE FIGHT 
FOR A RIGHT uses Mississippi to explain American voting issues in the last 150 years. 
For instance, why are red states red? 

 

Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Central Park Five 
Length: 2 hours 
Airdate: 4/8/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Hear the story of five black and Latino teenagers from Harlem - told 
from their perspectives -- who were wrongly convicted of raping a white woman in New 
York City's Central Park in 1989 in this documentary from award-winning filmmaker Ken 
Burns. 

 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Liberty and Slavery:  The Paradox of America’s Founding Fathers 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/11/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 



Description: America's founding fathers were men yearning for a nation of individual 
liberty and unprecedented independence. Liberty and Slavery features stunning 
imagery and interviews with scholars that explore the paradox of America's Founding 
Fathers being champions of liberty - and yet simultaneously champions of slavery. 

 

 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: America ReFramed: Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey 

Creek 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek follows the 
painful but inspiring journey of Derrick Evans, a Boston teacher who moves home to 
coastal Mississippi when the graves of his ancestors — former slaves who settled on 
the Gulf Coast in the 1860s — are bulldozed to make way for the sprawling city of 
Gulfport. 

 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Juneteenth Jamboree 2019 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/4/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Our show illuminates the significance of the Juneteenth holiday and 
shares stories about black culture and history. Join us for a look back at some of our 
highlights from past episodes. 

 

 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Congressman John Lewis and Andrew Aydin: The Story of March 

Book One 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 9;30pm; 5/8/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: March Book One authors Congressman and civil rights activist John 
Lewis and Andrew Aydin's October 2019 appearance at the Flynn Center in Burlington, 
VT. The graphic novel, March: Book One, was selected as the Vermont Humanities 
Council's Vermont Reads choice for 2019. 

 

 
 
 



Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: History Detectives 809 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/8/20, 1pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Tukufu Zuberi tallies the facts on a 1940s Jackie Robinson All-Stars 
scorecard. Black and white athletes played this game before Robinson became the first 
black major league baseball player. What role did this game play in the integration of 
major league baseball? Then, we see the name 'Toby' worked into the weave of this 
basket. Could that be Toby Riddle, the woman congress honored as a heroine of the 
Indian Wars of the American West? And, why would J. Edgar Hoover endorse a crime 
radio drama? Does the script portray actual events? 

 

 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Boss: The Black Experience in Business 
Length: 2 hours 
Airdate: 5/9/20, 6pm; 5/10/20, 1pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Learn about the untold story of African American entrepreneurship, 
where skill, industriousness, ingenuity and sheer courage in the face of overwhelming 
odds provide the backbone of this nation's economic and social growth. Stanley Nelson 
directs. 

 

 
Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: Black in Blue 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/20, 5pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: On September 30, 1967, University of Kentucky football player Nate 
Northington became the first black scholarship athlete to play sports in the Southeastern 
Conference - the college sports league that was the symbol and substance of white 
supremacy in the South. But as Nate entered the game against Ole Miss, his 
achievement was the last thing on his mind. That morning, Nate learned that his 
teammate, roommate, and fellow civil rights pioneer, Greg Page, had died - died in a 
manner so tragic, that it would hang like a dark cloud over Nate's achievement. Three 
weeks later, a despondent Nate left the team and the university. But two other black 
players who had been recruited to UK, Wilbur Hackett and Houston Hogg, would pick 
up the baton of change, facing racism on campus at Kentucky and, especially, on trips 
to games in the deep south. Ultimately, their courage and the bonds of team loyalty 
between the black and white players would ensure the success of integration at UK and 
all across the south. 



Category:  Minorities/Civil Rights 
Title: John Lewis - Get in the Way 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/20,  6pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Follow the journey of civil rights hero, congressman and human rights 
champion John Lewis. At the Selma March, Lewis came face-to-face with club-wielding 
troopers and exemplified non-violence. Now 76, he is considered the conscience of 
Congress. 

 
 
Category:        Poverty/Hunger 
 
 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Homeless Chorus Speaks 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 10am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: THE HOMELESS CHORUS SPEAKS chronicles the efforts of 
musicians and homeless advocates Nina Deering and Steph Johnson to bring people 
off the streets and into a small church where they have formed a community of people 
who share a love of music. The group practices regularly and performs at venues 
throughout San Diego. While singing inspirational songs such as "Over the Rainbow" 
and "We Are Family," their voices soar, and the harsh realities of the street evaporate. 
Together, through their shared voices, they find joy and family, and from their music 
comes the power to change lives. In honest and riveting interviews, the chorus 
members discuss their participation with the group, but also their backgrounds, why 
they are homeless, the inhumanity of hopelessness, and their aspirations and dreams. 
Through their unflinching stories, they put a human face on a critical social issue. THE 
HOMELESS CHORUS SPEAKS captures the difficulties of daily life without shelter, but 
shows that with compassion and community, there is hope. 

 

Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Long Shadow 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 11am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: When two daughters of the South, Director Frances Causey and 
Producer Sally Holst, set out to find causes for the continuing racial divisions in the 
United States, they discovered that the politics of slavery didn't end after the Civil War. 
In an astonishingly candid look at the history of anti-black racism in the United States, 
"The Long Shadow" traces the imposition of white privilege and its ultimate 
manifestation: slavery. 



Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Rick Steves Hunger and Hope: Lessons from Ethiopia and Guatemala 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 12pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: In the op-ed style documentary RICK STEVES HUNGER AND HOPE: 
LESSONS FROM ETHIOPIA AND GUATEMALA, travel host Rick Steves' concern with 
world hunger relief leads him on a rare journey outside of Europe. Rick meets struggling 
farmers in Ethiopia and Guatemala, and discovers what life is like for the 700 million 
people living on under $2 per day. Then, the optimistic travel host learns from locals and 
experts about innovative solutions which have decreased hunger rates by half in the last 
generation and promise to make further improvements in the developing world. 

 

 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Healthy Minds with Dr. Jeffrey Borenstein #611 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/13/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Nearly a quarter of the nation's homeless population suffer from an 
untreated or under treated psychiatric condition. Leading advocates Tod Lipka CEO of 
Step Up, and Philip Mangano, president and CEO of the American Round Table to 
Abolish Homelessness and former "homeless czar" under two U.S. presidents, discuss 
the latest research, innovation and new strategies to make mental health services a 
priority in solving the larger issue of homelessness. 

 

 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Financial Wellness in the African American Community 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/15/20, 7pm 
Format: Local production 
Description: We look at issues related to income in Washington, DC’s African-
American population. 

 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Amanpour and Company 2206 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/14/20, 9:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Christiane speaks with Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Krugman 
about the economic impacts of coronavirus and Caroline Criado Perez and Dr. Sharon 
Moalem about why more men than women are getting infected. 



Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: PBS NewsHour Weekend 1285 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/20, 7pm 
Format: News 
Description: Life during the coronavirus pandemic is difficult for most everyone, but 
it is a particularly daunting time for those without a home, including more than a million 
children. Hari Sreenivasan spoke with Kevin Ryan, the CEO of Covenant House, an aid 
agency for homeless youth, about the challenges these young people are facing. 

 

 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Growing Old Gambling 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/2/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Growing Old Gambling focuses on the growth of problem gambling for 
Baby Boomers. With more time and financial resources, experts say Baby Boomers are 
more at-risk to become caught in the grip of out-of-control gambling. This program 
features personal stories from those who have suffered emotional and financial 
consequences, as well as guidance from leading experts in crisis intervention and the 
treatment of gambling addictions in older adults. 

 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Firing Line with Margaret Hoover 343 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/28/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guest: Marco Rubio, U.S. Senator for Florida. Florida Senator Marco 
Rubio discusses the push among some states to reopen. He says that we should be 
guided primarily by what it will take to save lives, but also says there are limits to how 
long Americans can stay at home. As one of the architects of Congress' relief program 
for small businesses and employees, Rubio addresses whether the hundreds of billions 
allocated so far is enough. 

 
Category:  Poverty/Hunger 
Title: Gzero World with Ian Bremmer 244 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/7/20, 6:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Guest: Adam Tooze, Financial Historian. There's no way to sugarcoat 
it. The economic hit that the United States, and the world, is about to take will make the 
Great Recession of the past decade look like a walk in the park. But will it be as bad as 
the Great Depression of the 1930s? 



Category:        Women 
 
Category:  Women 
Title: Independent Lens 2108 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/2/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Meet three Chinese women labeled "leftover," a derogatory term for 
unmarried women in their mid-20s and 30s. Follow them as they struggle to stay true to 
their ambitions amid a state-sponsored campaign that stigmatizes women who aren't 
married. 

 
Category:  Women 
Title: Ms. Scientist 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/2/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The documentary Ms. Scientist celebrates women in science today 
and looks at the challenges female scientists face trying to advance their careers in 
Canada. Around the world the fields of scientific research and development remain a 
male-dominated environment. According to the UNESCO Institute for Statistics less 
than thirty percent of the world's researchers are women. Many women enter a career in 
science but leave because of roadblocks and challenges. Canada wants to change that. 
Brandy Yanchyk's documentary Ms Scientist explores how Canada is trying to get 
female scientists to stay in the fields of science and progress to the top. Ms Scientist 
looks at the successes and challenges that Canada's female scientists face. The film 
delves into their lives and examines the obstacles that are hindering their success such 
as balancing family and work, sexual harassment and unconscious bias. 

 
Category:  Women 
Title: Singular 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 4am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: SINGULAR tells the story of Cecile McLorin Salvant, a talented jazz 
singer with a timeless voice, who developed an inimitable vocal style and earned three 
Grammy Awards before the age of 30. Interviews with fellow jazz musicians Wynton 
Marsalis and Bill Charlap, along with Cecile, her mother Lena, her sister Aisha and her 
bandmates, tell the story of Cecile’s success in the insular world of jazz. The program 
chronicles her childhood as a Haitian-American in Miami, her studies at the Sorbonne in 
Paris, and her 2010 victory at the prestigious Thelonious Monk International Jazz 
Competition. 

 



 
Category:  Women 
Title: Story in the Public Square 413 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/8/20, 9am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: One hundred years after the adoption of the 19th amendment, noted 
feminist historian Susan Ware has produced a new, inclusive history of the women who 
led the suffrage movement, Why They Marched. 

 
Category:  Women 
Title: Shattered Dreams 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/20, 11pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Shattered Dreams is a comprehensive documentary that examines the 
pervasive, dark underworld of sex trafficking in America. Heart-wrenching personal 
stories from survivors of the illicit sex trade and leading experts reveal how vastly 
misunderstood and disregarded this important human rights issue has been. The 
documentary presents the question: Will increased awareness finally drive real solutions 
to save lives or will we continue to let this underground industry thrive in America? 
Shattered Dreams won five Pacific Southwest Regional Emmy Awards in June 2019 
and has been screened at over 40 film festivals in the United States. 

 
Category:  Women 
Title: BackBurner Dreams 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/21/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: BackBurner Dreams is a documentary that follows Stephanie, 
Melanee, and Carla on a nine month sojourn as they try to revive  lifelong dreams and 
passions; dreams they waylaid to raise children, support the goals and dreams of 
spouses, bosses, everyone's dreams but their own. Three women, three dreams, whose 
will come true? 

Category:  Women 
Title: Kamla Show from Silicon Valley 201 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/24/20, 11:30pm 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Jyotsna Kaki, Program Manager at Google. Kaki lost her eyesight 
when she was pursuing her undergrad at San Jose State University. Instead of being 
deterred by the loss of her vision, she became determined to overcome it and lead a 
regular life. She works at Google, takes care of her child and family and cooks on a 



regular basis. Technology has helped her rebuild her life and she shares in what way 
tech has helped do that. 

 
Category:  Women 
Title: A Harpist's Legacy: Ann Hobson Pilot and the Sound of Change 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/5/20, 7:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: A Harpist's Legacy: Ann Hobson Pilot and the Sound of Change 
profiles the inspirational life and distinguished career of the revered harpist. This 
compelling documentary follows Ann Hobson Pilot's trailblazing journey as the first black 
female principal player in a major symphony orchestra and also as an international 
soloist, teacher, mentor and driving force behind music-education programs for 
underserved minorities. A HARPIST'S LEGACY uses her professional journey to 
explore the increasing racial diversity and shift in attitudes toward musicians of color in 
the classical music world. 

 

Category:  Women 
Title: Queen of Swing 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 5/10/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: QUEEN OF SWING recounts the true story of a Jazz Age trailblazer -
95-year-old entertainer Norma Miller. The engaging biography highlights the life, career 
and indomitable spirit of the Harlem-born actress, dancer and choreographer known as 
"The Queen of Swing." Discovered at the age of 12, Miller's show business career has 
spanned seven decades (and counting). Among her many accomplishments, Miller 
developed the acrobatic "Lindy Hop" dance, appeared in the Marx Brothers' A Day at 
the Races (1937), took up stand-up comedy at the prompting of Redd Foxx (Sanford 
and Son), entertained soldiers in Vietnam, worked with Sammy Davis Jr. in Las Vegas, 
appeared in Richard Pryor specials, and authored two books about swing culture. She 
also provided a first-hand account of the Harlem music and dance scene during the 
1930s and '1940s in Ken Burns' Jazz (2001). Narrated by actor Bill Cobbs (New Jack 
City, The Bodyguard, Night at the Museum), QUEEN OF SWING examines Miller's 
influence in the globalization of America's jazz culture and her role in breaking down 
racial barriers across the United States and around the world. During her career, Miller 
performed at the integrated Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, staged the first all-black shows 
on Miami Beach and at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas, and became one of the first 
black female stand-up comics in the U.S. Fifteen years in the making, the film also 
provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse at the larger-than-life personalities of the jazz 
era, including Miller's friends Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong and Count Basie. 

 
 
 



Category:  Women 
Title: Dignity & Defiance: A Portrait of Mary Church 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 5/8/20, 9pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: This documentary examines the life of civil rights legend Fannie Lou 
Hamer, offering first-hand accounts by those who knew her and worked side by side 
with her in the struggle for voting rights. 

 

 
Category:        Youth 
 
 
Category:  Youth 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/20, 9am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: The numbers are staggering: 1 out of every 88 children in America has 
autism. Examine the research and advancements in treatment at the UC Davis MIND 
Institute making international news and how a clinic at Sutter Heath is helping autistic 
adults, Inspiring stories and behavior therapy programs help children and families from 
the maze of this puzzling disorder. 

 
 
Category:  Youth 
Title: Rubi: A DACA Dreamer in Trump’s America 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/5/20, 5:30pm; 4/9/20, 9:30pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Rubi is an intimate true-life portrait of 22-year old Rubi, an 
undocumented Mexican-American DACA Dreamer. In revealing interviews filmed over 
three years, Rubi and her parents (also undocumented) recount their family's harrowing 
immigration story and detail why they came to the United States with their then-7-year-
old daughter. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: America ReFramed #511 Night School 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Every year, over a million students drop out of high school. They may 
complete their graduate equivalency degrees, only to find that they’re still struggling to 
get good jobs. For some adults in Indianapolis, there’s another option: a night school 



program that will get them their full high school diploma – if they can complete a tough 
curriculum that includes algebra, biology, and more. NIGHT SCHOOL is an intimate 
look at a year in the lives of three students: Greg is a single father trying to make a 
better life for his daughter, unable to get better work without a degree. Melissa left 
school when she became a young teenage mother; now she’s looking to complete the 
schooling she abandoned almost 40 years before. And Shynika never saw the value of 
high school until she realized she needed a diploma to fulfill her dream of being a nurse. 

 
 
Category:  Youth 
Title: Barefoot College 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/7/20, 9:30pm; 4/10/20, 6:30am 
Format: Documentary 
Description: Barefoot College examines a unique community-based education 
program in rural India. Yet, while seemingly far removed from the American experience, 
it offers telling lessons for how the current debate around educational reform might be 
focused and curriculum transformed in the United States. When we think about schools 
in the United States, we generally think of places separated from the larger community, 
places where students go to learn. Like government schools in India, much of what is 
taught often seems to have little relationship to the problems students face in their day 
to day lives. In contrast, at Barefoot College, located in the Indian State of Rajasthan, 
education takes place off campus, in nearby impoverished villages, among all age 
groups, with a unique interdisciplinary curriculum intimately encompassing rural village 
life and the issues villagers must grapple with. Filled with stunning visuals, poignant and 
insightful interviews, this cross-cultural documentary offers powerful insights not only in 
terms of addressing world poverty but changing possible education outcomes here at 
home. 

 
 
Category:  Youth 
Title: POV: 3216 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/20, 8pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: In a rehabilitation shelter in Ghana, two children are recovering from 
enslavement to fishermen. But their story takes an unexpected turn when their rescuer 
embarks on another mission and asks the children for help. 

 
 
Category:  Youth 
Title: Journey with Dr. Wayne Frederick #102 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/4/20, 7:30pm; 4/6/20, 9am; 4/10/20, 7:30pm; 4/13/20, 9am 



Format: Discussion 
Description: Dr. Wayne A.I. Frederick celebrates recent academic accomplishments 
with two Howard University students. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Independent Lens 2112 
Length: 90 minutes 
Airdate: 4/16/20, 8pm; 4/18/20, 10pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: China's one-child policy forever changed the lives of mothers and 
children. Inspired by the birth of her first child, filmmaker Nanfu Wang returns to China 
to speak with her mother and brother and explore the ripple effect of this social 
experiment. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: PBS NewsHour Weekend 1285 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/25/20, 7pm 
Format: News 
Description: Life during the coronavirus pandemic is difficult for most everyone, but 
it is a particularly daunting time for those without a home, including more than a million 
children. Hari Sreenivasan spoke with Kevin Ryan, the CEO of Covenant House, an aid 
agency for homeless youth, about the challenges these young people are facing. 

 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Broken Places 
Length: 60 minutes 
Airdate: 4/23/20, 8pm; 4/25/20, 10pm 
Format: Documentary 
Description: This film explores why some children are severely damaged by early 
adversity while others are able to thrive. By revisiting some of the abused and neglected 
children that were profiled decades ago, we are able to dramatically illustrate how early 
trauma shaped their lives as adults. 

Category:  Youth 
Title: Journey with Dr. Wayne Fredericks 104 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 4/17/20, 7:30pm; 4/20/20, 9:30am 
Format: Discussion 
Description: Dr. Frederick is joined by Kim Well, Executive Director for the Center of 
Career Excellence in the HUH School of Business who shares best practices to keep 
students on the right career path in these turbulent times. 


